Multi Modal Presentation Guidelines and Grading Rubric

A successful multi-modal presentation will include more than one type of media. **Your presentation will have introduced your topic and incorporate your thesis statement.** Your presentation will influence audience engagement and end with a summary of your main points. Your presentation should end within 40 seconds of allotted time (each side of 3 minutes).

Your visual material (photos and videos) will be relevant and appropriate to the topic. Text slides/images, if used, are concise, clear and easy to read. While your multi modal presentation may include voice over, you are still introducing your presentation and responding to questions in person live. Please consider thus how you physically present yourself. Dress appropriate for the professionalism of your choosing – what that means to you. All choices are accepted.

Grading Rubric

- Evidence of more than one media – 35 points
- Evidence of Thesis statement - 10 points
- Successful posting on ePortfolio – 5 points